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𝒰i,j	=	{	uk	:	uk	is	the	user	who	watched	both	movie	mi	and	mj.	}.		
𝒰i,j	=	∅,	if	i	=	j.		
i.e.:	𝒰1,2	=	{	a,	b	}.		

Ĉi,j	=	|𝒰i,j	|,			i.e.:	Ĉ1,2	=	2.		
𝜔j	=	sum	of	entries	in	j	-	th	column	of	Ĉ.	

Correla'on	Graph:	𝒞i,j	=	Ĉi,j	/𝜔j.

ItemRank

User (ui) Movie (mj) Rate (ri,j)
a 1 4
a 2 5
b 1 3
b 2 4
e 3 3

Calculate the  
Correlation Graph of Movies

0 2 1
2 0 1
1 1 0

Ĉ	=	( ) 0 2/3 1/3
2/3 0 1/3
1/3 1/3 0

𝒞	=	( )
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𝒅𝑢𝑖	:		denotes	user	𝑢𝑖’s	preferences.	
𝑑’j𝑢𝑖	=	ri,j	:		user	𝑢𝑖’s	rating	of	movie	j.	

Individual	Preferences:	𝒅𝑢𝑖	=	𝒅’𝑢𝑖	/|	𝒅’𝑢𝑖	|.	

ItemRank

User (ui) Movie (mj) Rate (ri,j)
a 1 4
a 2 5
b 1 3
b 2 4
e 3 3

Calculate the  
Individual preferences

(4 5 0)𝒅’a	=	 (4/9 5/9 0)𝒅a	=	
(3 4 0)𝒅’b	=	 (4/7 5/7 0)𝒅a	=	i.e.:
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User (ui) Movie (mj) Rate (ri,j)
a 1 4
a 2 5
b 1 3
b 2 4
e 3 3
e 4 5

Calculate the  
ItemRank Score

ItemRank	Score:	IR𝑢𝑖	=	𝛼∙𝒞·IR𝑢𝑖	+	(1−𝛼)·𝒅𝑢𝑖	

IR𝑢𝑖(0)	=	|ℳ|-1∙1|ℳ|		
IR𝑢𝑖(t+1)	=	𝛼∙𝒞·IR𝑢𝑖(t)	+	(1−𝛼)·𝒅𝑢𝑖	{

|ℳ|	denotes	the	number	of	movies	in	dataset.	

ItemRank	Score	represent	the	possibility	of	recommending	a	movie	to	a	certain	user.

(0.3 0.5 0.15 0.05)IRa	=		
Recommend	
movie	3i.e.:

preferences score for each movie
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ABSTRACT
Most of recommender systems try to find items that are most rel-
evant to the older choices of a given user. Here we focus on the
“surprise me” query: A user may be bored with his/her usual genre
of items (e.g., books, movies, hobbies), and may want a recommen-
dation that is related, but off the beaten path, possibly leading to a
new genre of books/movies/hobbies.

How would we define, as well as automate, this seemingly self-
contradicting request? We introduce TANGENT, a novel recom-
mendation algorithm to solve this problem. The main idea behind
TANGENT is to envision the problem as node selection on a graph,
giving high scores to nodes that are well connected to the older
choices, and at the same time well connected to unrelated choices.
The method is carefully designed to be (a) parameter-free (b) ef-
fective and (c) fast. We illustrate the benefits of TANGENT with
experiments on both synthetic and real data sets. We show that
TANGENT makes reasonable, yet surprising, horizon-broadening
recommendations. Moreover, it is fast and scalable, since it can
easily use existing fast algorithms on graph node proximity.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.2.8 [Database Management]: Database applications—Data min-
ing; H.3.3 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Information search
and retrieval—Clustering, search process

General Terms
Algorithms, Experimentation

1. INTRODUCTION
Recommender systems are vital for e-commerce sites, with most

striking examples being Amazon, Netflix, Pandora, Strands, etc.
Recommender systems are doubly useful: On one hand, they help
users filter through enormous numbers of available items, and fo-
cus on the few ones that match their preferences; on the other
hand, recommender systems help enterprises increase their sales
(e.g. movies, books, songs), on the long tail. Numerous algo-
rithms for collaborative filtering [28] have been studied for recom-

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
KDD’09, June 28–July 1, 2009, Paris, France.
Copyright 2009 ACM 978-1-60558-495-9/09/06 ...$5.00.

mender systems; whereas, graph-based algorithms have been at-
tracting great interest among researchers recently.

Most of the recommendation algorithms focus on the precision
in the proximity to user preferences. However, this strategy tends
to suggest items only on the center of user preferences and thus
narrows down the users’ horizons. According to the research about
the quality of recommender systems [20], broadening users’ hori-
zons is one of important qualities for recommender systems. Such
systems provide a win-win situation: users may find more interest-
ing items, and e-commerce enterprises increase their sales and their
user satisfaction.

Figure 1: The difference between conventional recommenda-
tion algorithms and TANGENT. Square nodes represent users
and circular nodes denote movies. Users are connected to
movies which they like. Black nodes are a target user and
his/her favorite movies.

In order to solve this seemingly self-contradicting problem, we
proposed TANGENT, a recommendation algorithm that takes into
account the connectivity to other groups in order to broaden users’
horizons. It is based on the graph mining technique of comput-
ing similarity between nodes and can be applied to any dataset that
can be represented as a graph. Figure 1 illustrates the difference
of results between conventional recommendation algorithms and
TANGENT. We assume that this synthetic bipartite graph records
rating information by users to movies. There are two groups in
this graph; fans for comedy movies and those for horror movies. If
“user A” rates two movies in the comedy group as favorite movies,
conventional recommendation algorithms would suggest movies in
the same group. In contrast, our proposed TANGENT method sug-
gests a movie between two groups, to “surprise” the user and to
gently broaden his/her horizons.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: we first review the
related work in Section 2; the proposed algorithm is presented in

Based on graph mining.

Recommend movies which connect 
two groups —— Bridge nodes.

preferences 
score

bridge 
scoreX

Tangent score
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Daily Music Recommendation

66.7%

Korean

other

33.3%

1. The system mainly 
recommends popular movies; 

2. The recommendation results 
are highly concentrated on a 
specific item set.

•Ineffectiveness of a system

Diversity Accuracy
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The total earnings/gross of a movie reflects the popularity 
of the movie.

•Assumption

•Popularity
log-scaled popularity. (log10) 

eg. Roman Holiday $8,000,000 6.9

•Dataset: MoveLens

- 943 users  
- 100000 ratings 
- 1682 movies

- 942 users  
- 48014 ratings 
- 1306 movies

Positive ratings

Popularity distribution of users’ rating

• x: degree of popularity 
• y: number of ratings in each 

degree of popularity
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Popularity distribution of users’ rating

• x: degree of popularity 
• y: number of ratings in each 

degree of popularity

Diversity distribution of users’ rating

Movie at Bottom:
Frequently rated by users

Movie at Top:
rarely rated by users

sort movie in each bin 
by number of ratings
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Different users have different interest pattern. 
Recommending movies according to an user’s personal popularity tendency.

•Idea of PPTM

Hollywood 
Blockbuster 

movies
Documentary

User A User B
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Popularity distribution of users’ rating

• x: degree of popularity 
• y: number of ratings in each 

degree of popularity

• Personal Popularity Tendency of each User

As shown in the Figure 3(a), users enjoy various movies.
Even though popular movies get more user ratings, many
other unpopular movies also get some ratings. However, as
shown in the Figure 3(b)-(c), existing methods focus on only
a small set of popular items and these highly shaded items
receive most of recommendations. This investigation results
implies that recommendation results of existing methods are
not good in terms of diversity.

Furthermore, the coverage of recommendation shrinks
because of the over-concentration. The inner line in the
Figure 3(b)-(c) indicates the number of items having at least
one recommendation. For both methods, the gap between the
coverage line and shaded region is narrow. In particular, in
the case of Tangent, the covered item set is quite similar
to the over-concentrated item set. The over-concentration
in the result of Tangent is attributed to the bridging score
which is shared for all users regardless of preference of
each individual. This score becomes a dominant factor and,
finally, makes Tangent recommend highly similar results for
all users.

D. Personal popularity tendency

Intuitively, users have different movie viewing patterns.
For example, some people prefer Hollywood blockbuster
movies more frequently while some others prefer artistic
films which have received awards at famous film festivals
held in Cannes or Berlin. We verify, through an analysis,
the existence of this tendency called a Personal Popularity
Tendency (PPT).
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(c) User 568
Figure 4. Representative PPTs. X-axis: the degree of popularity, Y-axis
for the fist row: the normalized number of watched movies, Y-axis for the
second row: the ratios of PPTs compared to average PPTs

We discover several PPT types. However, we present only
three of them due to the page limitation. The first row in
the Figure 4 shows the representative PPTs of real users,
and the second row shows the relative PPTs. The relative
PPTs indicate the ratios of PPTs compared to the average
PPT (Figure 1(b)) for each popularity.

The ratio of a bin is 1 if watching frequency of an active
user is the same as that of average PPT over all users. As
the Figure 4 is shown, PPT becomes more distinguishable
when it is compared to the average PPT. We found that some
people prefer less popular movies (Figure 4(a)) while others

enjoy only very popular movies (Figure 4(b)). Another
category of people usually watch moderately popular movies
(Figure 4(c)). The PPTs of all users are presented on our web
site http://dm.postech.ac.kr/pptm.

IV. PPT MATCHING RECOMMENDATION

The main drawback of traditional collaborative filtering
methods is not their capacity to capture the users preference
but the unintended emphasis on the popular items. In fact,
traditional collaborative filtering methods succeeded in re-
flecting the users’ preference between items having similar
popularity. Therefore, all we have to do is just remove the
unintended emphasis on popular items by penalizing them.
However, penalizing popular items is not straightforward.
One simple and naive way is to penalize items in proportion
to degree of popularity. However, such a naive penalty policy
may cause dissatisfaction of recommendation for some users
who like only popular movies. Thus we need to consider
preference of users while penalizing popular items.

Our key idea is that matching PPT of an individual
and that of a recommendation is a good starting point for
penalizing popular items. By matching PPT of individuals,
we expect several advantages. 1) First of all, the recom-
mendation will naturally avoid recommending too many
popular items. 2) The system could avoid performance
degradation caused by considering novelty, since considering
PPT would help to generate balanced recommendation. For
example, if the system recommends items according to the
user’s personal popularity tendency, it will naturally penalize
popular blockbuster movies for users who love special genre
movies while being able to recommend popular movies for
popular movie fans. Therefore, we can avoid the overall
performance degradation by recommending special genre
movies to blockbuster fans or vice versa.

Furthermore, 3) the penalty on popular items can make
the preference of an active user more conspicuous. Thus,
it helps to diversify the results. As already mentioned, the
main defect of traditional CF methods is not their capability
to catch users’ preferences but their tendency to give popular
items a higher score. Through the penalty on popularity,
competition happens only among items having a similar
degree of popularity. Thus, traditional CF methods can make
the best recommendation for each user because they are free
from the unintended emphasis on popularity items.

In this section, we propose a method called Personal
Popularity Tendency Matching (PPTM), PPT-based recom-
mendation. In particular, our proposed method aims 1) to
recommend items similar to the PPT of each individual while
2) reflecting active users’ preferences as much as possible.
In the following sections, we will explain how we solve the
problems of 1) measuring the difference between two PPTs
(Sec.IV-A) and 2) incorporating tendency difference into the
recommendation process (Sec.IV-B).
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P = {(p1,wp1), (p2,wp2), . . . , (pm,wpm)}
Q = {(q1,wq1), (q2,wq2), . . . , (qn,wqn)}

1
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1. Recommend items following the PPT 
of each individual; 

2. Reflect a user’s preferences as much 
as possible.

(1 if Ii is included in the recommendation and 0 if not), R is
the PPT of the recommendation result, and P is the PPT of
an active user. We take a common approach to optimization
and convert multi-objective programming to single-objective
programming by using a linear combination of two objective
functions with weight parameter c (Equation 2). If c is high
then the final result will be totally determined by EMD
distance. On the other hands, if c is low enough then EMD
distance will be ignored, thus, the final recommendation
results will be similar to that of traditional CF methods.

max
!

i pi ∗ zi − c ·DEMD(R,P)
Subject to zi ∈ {0, 1} for all i!

i zi = k
(2)

Unfortunately, it is not easy to solve this problem (Equa-
tion 2) because calculating the EMD distance between two
PPTs is another optimization problem itself. Thus, the naive
method is trying all possible recommendation sets and
choosing an optimal solution among them. However, such a
naive method is not applicable because the complexity of the
naive method is Θ((nk )

k), where n is the number of items
and k is the number of items in the recommending set, and
n is a very large number in most applications.

We propose a novel efficient method based on several
theoretical analyses and the greedy approach. Our method
is divided into two phases. In the first phase, our method
filters out a seed set without calculation of EMD (Section
IV-B1). After that, in the second phase, we iteratively pick
an item or replace an item in a greedy way until convergence
(Section IV-B2).

1) Seed set selection: Our basic idea to reduce the
amount of computation is that there is a set of items that
are included in final results regardless of the value of the
weight parameter c. Then, we can reduce both n and k.
By definition, a seed item should be in an optimal solution
regardless of c, and this definition induces two requirements
for seed items. 1) The seed items should have a relevance
score high enough to be in the top k items because, if c
is zero, then the final results set will consist of the top-k
items. 2) The seed items should not contribute to the EMD
distance. Even if the relevance score of an item is very high,
if it causes an extra increase of EMD distance, the item will
not be chosen when c is very high. However, measuring
the contribution of each item to final EMD distance without
calculating EMD is not an easy task. Thus, we find a way

to discover items that do not contribute to EMD distance
instead of measuring the exact contribution of each item
based on theoretical analysis of EMD.

Theorem 1: Consider a domain X consists of {x1, . . . },
and we measure EMD distance between two probabilities
p and q defined on X (i.e., p = {(x1, wp1), . . . } and q =
{(x1, wq1 ), . . . }). Let fij is a optimal flow from xi to xj

required to make p equal to q.
If ground distance defined on X satisfies triangular in-

equality, then either
!

j fij = 0 or
!

k fki = 0 for all xi.
In other words, if there is an outflow from xi (i.e., fij > 0
for an arbitrary j), then there is no inflow to xi (i.e., fki = 0
for all k) and vice versa.

Proof: Suppose there is a xi which have both of inflow
and outflow in optimal solution. Let one of inflow be fki,
one of outflow be fij , and f ′ be min(fki, fij). According
to Equation 1, workload caused by the flows fki and fij is
dki · fki + dij · fij .

dki · fki + dij · fij
= dki · (fki − f ′) + dij · (fij − f ′) + f ′ · (dki + dij)

≥ dki · (fki − f ′) + dij · (fij − f ′) + f ′ · dkj
Note that one of dki · (fki − f ′), dij · (fij − f ′) is zero
because f ′ = min(fki, fij). The derivation implies that we
can always reduce the total workload by removing one of
inflow and outflow when triangular inequality holds. Proof
by contradiction.

Based on Theorem 1, we reformulate optimization prob-
lem (Equation 2) to an alternative problem which is similar
to bin packing problem as follows.

Problem 1: Suppose that there is B bags which each of
bags are numbered and have capacity of wb respectively,
and the sum of wb is one (i.e.,

!
wb = 1). Consider

there are n numbers of items which have different value
pi but same volume as 1/k. The goal of problem is to find
value maximizing set of items while satisfying following
two condition.

1) The items are tagged as a number and are only able
to be in the bag of the same number.

2) The capacity of bags can be exchanged with penalty
which is calculated as product of the amount of
moving capacity and the difference between tag of
bags.

In this interpretation, we easily notify that only the item
addition over the given capacity causes the penalty, which
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Figure 6. The working example for EMD distance
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P = {(p
1

,wp1

), (p
2

,wp2

), . . . , (pm,wpm)}
Q = {(q

1

,wq1

), (q
2

,wq2

), . . . , (qn,wqn)}

Item = I
1

, I
2

, . . .

pi : a user’s preference scores on a particular item Ii .

zi =
8><>:

1 if item Ii include in recommendation,

0 otherwise.

R : the PPT of the recommendation result for user u.

P : the PPT of an user u.

c : weight parameter.

k : top k recommendation.

1

Using	ItemRank	Score	here

DEMD(R,	P):	Earth Mover’s Distance between 
distribution R and P 
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•Earth Mover’s Distance (EMD)

P = {(p1,wp1), (p2,wp2), . . . , (pm,wpm)}
Q = {(q1,wq1), (q2,wq2), . . . , (qn,wqn)}

1

(1 if Ii is included in the recommendation and 0 if not), R is
the PPT of the recommendation result, and P is the PPT of
an active user. We take a common approach to optimization
and convert multi-objective programming to single-objective
programming by using a linear combination of two objective
functions with weight parameter c (Equation 2). If c is high
then the final result will be totally determined by EMD
distance. On the other hands, if c is low enough then EMD
distance will be ignored, thus, the final recommendation
results will be similar to that of traditional CF methods.

max
!

i pi ∗ zi − c ·DEMD(R,P)
Subject to zi ∈ {0, 1} for all i!

i zi = k
(2)

Unfortunately, it is not easy to solve this problem (Equa-
tion 2) because calculating the EMD distance between two
PPTs is another optimization problem itself. Thus, the naive
method is trying all possible recommendation sets and
choosing an optimal solution among them. However, such a
naive method is not applicable because the complexity of the
naive method is Θ((nk )

k), where n is the number of items
and k is the number of items in the recommending set, and
n is a very large number in most applications.

We propose a novel efficient method based on several
theoretical analyses and the greedy approach. Our method
is divided into two phases. In the first phase, our method
filters out a seed set without calculation of EMD (Section
IV-B1). After that, in the second phase, we iteratively pick
an item or replace an item in a greedy way until convergence
(Section IV-B2).

1) Seed set selection: Our basic idea to reduce the
amount of computation is that there is a set of items that
are included in final results regardless of the value of the
weight parameter c. Then, we can reduce both n and k.
By definition, a seed item should be in an optimal solution
regardless of c, and this definition induces two requirements
for seed items. 1) The seed items should have a relevance
score high enough to be in the top k items because, if c
is zero, then the final results set will consist of the top-k
items. 2) The seed items should not contribute to the EMD
distance. Even if the relevance score of an item is very high,
if it causes an extra increase of EMD distance, the item will
not be chosen when c is very high. However, measuring
the contribution of each item to final EMD distance without
calculating EMD is not an easy task. Thus, we find a way

to discover items that do not contribute to EMD distance
instead of measuring the exact contribution of each item
based on theoretical analysis of EMD.

Theorem 1: Consider a domain X consists of {x1, . . . },
and we measure EMD distance between two probabilities
p and q defined on X (i.e., p = {(x1, wp1), . . . } and q =
{(x1, wq1 ), . . . }). Let fij is a optimal flow from xi to xj

required to make p equal to q.
If ground distance defined on X satisfies triangular in-

equality, then either
!

j fij = 0 or
!

k fki = 0 for all xi.
In other words, if there is an outflow from xi (i.e., fij > 0
for an arbitrary j), then there is no inflow to xi (i.e., fki = 0
for all k) and vice versa.

Proof: Suppose there is a xi which have both of inflow
and outflow in optimal solution. Let one of inflow be fki,
one of outflow be fij , and f ′ be min(fki, fij). According
to Equation 1, workload caused by the flows fki and fij is
dki · fki + dij · fij .

dki · fki + dij · fij
= dki · (fki − f ′) + dij · (fij − f ′) + f ′ · (dki + dij)

≥ dki · (fki − f ′) + dij · (fij − f ′) + f ′ · dkj
Note that one of dki · (fki − f ′), dij · (fij − f ′) is zero
because f ′ = min(fki, fij). The derivation implies that we
can always reduce the total workload by removing one of
inflow and outflow when triangular inequality holds. Proof
by contradiction.

Based on Theorem 1, we reformulate optimization prob-
lem (Equation 2) to an alternative problem which is similar
to bin packing problem as follows.

Problem 1: Suppose that there is B bags which each of
bags are numbered and have capacity of wb respectively,
and the sum of wb is one (i.e.,

!
wb = 1). Consider

there are n numbers of items which have different value
pi but same volume as 1/k. The goal of problem is to find
value maximizing set of items while satisfying following
two condition.

1) The items are tagged as a number and are only able
to be in the bag of the same number.

2) The capacity of bags can be exchanged with penalty
which is calculated as product of the amount of
moving capacity and the difference between tag of
bags.

In this interpretation, we easily notify that only the item
addition over the given capacity causes the penalty, which
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(b) Candidate 1 and needed workload
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(c) Candidate 2 and needed workload
Figure 6. The working example for EMD distance
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P Q

} w

1	2	3	4	5	6

P = {(p1,wp1), (p2,wp2), . . . , (pm,wpm)}
Q = {(q1,wq1), (q2,wq2), . . . , (qn,wqn)}

Item = I1, I2, . . .

pi : a user’s preference scores on a particular item Ii .

zi =
8><>:

1 if item Ii include in recommendation,
0 otherwise.

R : the PPT of the recommendation result for user u.
P : the PPT of an user u.
c : weight parameter.
k : top k recommendation.
WORK(P,Q, F) = (6 � 3) · w = 3w

1

EMD measures	the	minimum	workload:

A. Measuring the PPT difference

The first challenge for developing the method is that we
need a measure reflecting the difference between the PPT of
active users and our recommendations.

Kullback-Leighbler divergence We tried KL divergence
based on the observation that PPT can be treated as a dis-
tribution since it is a relative frequency. The KL divergence
measures the difference of two distributions p, q based on
the following equation.

DKL(P ||Q) =

! ∞

−∞
p(x) log(

p(x)

q(x)
)dx

If two distributions p, q are exactly same, KL divergence
will be 0. And the distance becomes larger when two
distributions become more mismatched. Note that the KL
divergence is a non-symmetric measure (i.e., DKL(P ||Q) ̸=
DKL(Q||P )) in which there is no upper bound.

Popularity

p1 p2 p3

Probability

Figure 5. The weakness of KL-divergence

The KL-divergence has a weakness, which is that it
focuses on measuring difference but does not consider
distance. For example, suppose we have three users, and
each of them likes The Lord of The Rings, Star Wars, and
Dogville respectively. Those movies earn 870 million, 775
million and 8 million dollars. Thus, PPT of users will be
similar to the Figure 5 (p3 for a user who likes The Lord of
The Rings, p2 for a user who likes Star Wars, and p1 for a
user who likes Dogville). In terms of popularity, The Lord
of The Rings is more similar to Star Wars than Dogville
(D(p2||p3) < D(p1||p3)) because the gross difference be-
tween the former pair is closer than that of the later pair.
However, from the KL distance point of view, the three
PPT have the similar distance since they do not have any
common region (DKL(p2||p3) ≈ DKL(p1||p3)). To remedy
this weakness, we exploit another measure that can catch
such relations.

Earth Mover’s Distance (EMD): A distribution can be
interpreted as an arbitrary arrangement of a mass of par-
ticles. In this view, a distribution can be transformed to
another distribution by moving particles. EMD captures
the minimum costs of transporting particles to equalize
two distributions, which can be formally defined using the
transportation problem. Suppose P and Q can be repre-
sented by P = {(p1, wp1), (p2, wp2 ), . . . , (pm, wpm)}, and
Q = {(q1, wq2), . . . , (qn, wqn)}. The workload, needed to
make two distributions the same, is defined as follows.

WORK(P,Q, F ) =
m"

i=1

n"

j=1

fijdij (1)

with constraints

fij ≥ 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ n
#n

j=1 fij ≤ wpi , 1 ≤ i ≤ m
#m

i=1 fij ≤ wqj , 1 ≤ j ≤ n
#m

i=1

#n
j=1 fij = min

$#m
i=1 wpi ,

#n
j=1 wqj

%

where fij is a flow of mass (the amount of moving particles)
from pi to qj , dij is the ground distance from pi to qj , and
all flows F = [fij ]. From this setting, EMD measures the
minimum workload, defined as

DEMD (P,Q) = min
F

WORK(P,Q, F ).

The Figure 6 shows how EMD works to measure the
distance between two PPTs. Consider that we want to
measure the distance of two candidate PPTs from a target
PPT. To make candidate 1 similar to the target PPT, we have
to move gray colored block to lower popularity bin as in the
Figure 6(b). The total workload for this movement, which
is defined as the product of the moving weight and moving
distance, will be the size of block · 3. In the case of candidate
2, the moving weight is similar to candidate 1 but the moving
distance is shorter than that of candidate 1 (Figure 6(c)).
The total workload for this candidate is the size of block ·
1 which is also smaller than that for candidate 1. Based on
the EMD distance we can conclude that candidate 2 is more
similar to the target PPT than candidate 1.

The virtue of EMD is in adjusting the ground distance
which enables us to capture semantic differences. In our
case, the ground distance (dij) is set to be the difference
between log-scaled popularity. In this setting, the EMD
distance from The Lord of The Rings to Star Wars is smaller
than the distance to Dogville because the ground distance
of the former pair (log($870 million) - log($775 million)) is
smaller than that of the later one (log($870 million) - log($8
million)). From this point of view, EMD is a better measure
than the KL divergence for our application. Thus, we adopt
EMD as the measure for popularity tendency distance.

B. Incorporating tendency difference

As mentioned at the early part of this section, the goals
of our approach are 1) to recommend items following the
PPT of each individual while 2) reflecting active users’
preferences as much as possible. To this end, we formulate
the optimization problem which has two different objectives.

max
"

i

pi ∗ zi

min DEMD(R,P)

Subject to zi ∈ {0, 1} for all i"

i

zi = k

where pi is a preference score obtained by using the tradi-
tional CF method and zi is an indicator vector of the item Ii
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Experiment and Evaluation

•Distribution of Popularity (Top 10 Recommendation result)
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PPTM achieves the highest diversity among 3 algorithms
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•Coverage
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•Accuracy (1)

Experiment and Evaluation4
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•Accuracy (1)
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•Accuracy (2)
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•Time and Memory

Top 10 Time needed for each 
person

Time needed for whole 
dataset

Memory used for whole 
dataset

ItemRank 0.7317s 689.2683s 97.4MB

TANGENT 0.8203s 772.7226s 72.7MB

PPTM0.01 0.7279s 658.6818s 79.3MB

PPTM0.001 0.7344s 691.7993s 69.8MB

• Programming Language: Java 
• Running environment: 2.9 GHz Intel Core i5

Experiment and Evaluation4



•Time and Memory

PPTM0.01 Time needed for each 
person

Time needed for whole 
dataset

Memory used for whole 
dataset

Top 10 0.7279s 658.6818s 58.5MB

Top 20 3.9144s 3,687.4011s 58.7MB

Top 30 6.9305s 6,528.5134s 59.9MB

Top 50 26.0897s 24,576.5385s 78.79MB

Top 100 55.6642s 52,491.3283s 79.3MB

• Programming Language: Java 
• Running environment: 2.9 GHz Intel Core i5
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